Harvard.—Ex-Minister Lowell has presented the library with a collection of 688 volumes of Spanish, Italian, and English works picked up by him while abroad.—The Crimson enters upon its eighth volume.—The Harvard College Co-operative Society is to continue its work the coming year. The expenses of this Society are met by an annual fee of $2.50 from each member, and a profit of from 5 to 10 per cent on goods sold. Eight hundred and thirty-seven men are already enrolled as members.—The first issue of the new Harvard literary monthly appeared Wednesday. It is modeled after the Yale Lit., and the Nassau Lit. of Princeton.—The Harvard Law School entering class numbers 52 against a class of nearly 80 a year ago. All but three of the members are college graduates.

Yale.—The report of the Yale navy, recently published, shows that the total indebtedness has been reduced $983.16 during the past year. There is still a debt of $1,131.31 to be paid. Ex.

Cornell.—President Adams will be inaugurated on November 17th, which day will consequently be a holiday for the entire college.—Cornell University is to have a course of study in the Malayan language. Professorships of Maori, Congo, and Zulu have yet to be established. Ex.—The faculty of Cornell have awarded nine scholarships of $200 a year each, and good for four years. They were contested for by over sixty candidates.

In general.—Dartmouth Juniors have refused support to the College foot-ball team because the manager was not chosen, as is customary, from their number.—The Williams College faculty have abolished “annuals” and substituted semi-annual examinations at Christmas and Commencement time.—Columbia College recently received from Prof. Tyndall a gift of $10,000.—Wesleyan has been presented with a collection of 1,500 Graeco-Roman coins. Harvard is the only other American college that has a similar collection.

NoVEMBER.

The summer days are dead, and nature grieves;
The rust has come again on all the leaves;
In golden ruin and crimson-flushed decay
The forest verdure falls and fades away.

“Outing” for November.

Doctor: “I am going to give you three pills,
one of which you are to take before each meal.”
Patient: “How much?”
Doctor: “One dollar, ma’am.”
Patient: Patient: “If I were to take a double quantity, two before each meal, would they come any cheaper?”

Transcript.